
Maria DelSignore

Contributed on a full-stack team to plan and build the application from scratch utilizing strong design

and organizational skills on Figma, Notion, and GH Projects

Agile workflow using GitHub Projects and daily stand-ups to ensure successful collaboration

One of three projects selected out of nine to complete in Turing School's Demo Comp; A friendly

competition to show off the application to industry professionals

A solo project, designed and built using data from a RESTful API

Utilized local storage for "saved tips" to persist on page reload for better UX

Implemented React Vis graphs to display information seamlessly

Your EPK      -      Repo | Deployed

An application for indie film producers to create a professional electronic press kit.

TypeScript, SCSS, HTML5, React, ReactRouter, Material UI, Cypress, AWS S3

project•HTRAE      -      Repo | Deployed

A quick reference application for climate change impacts.

JavaScript, CSS, HTML5, React, ReactRouter, React vis, Cypress

Promoted sales and memberships to customers daily

Demonstrated efficient management system and increased staff productivity by creating an

organizational structure for the shipping area

Trained 10 new hires and mentored staff, provided direction, and coordinated task execution 

Oversaw floor set changes monthly and worked with department supervisors to ensure correct and

timely installations

Planned for short and long-term projects and workloads including setting 70 mannequins

Strategized implementation and organization of capital projects in a fast-paced environment that

exceeded regional company standards

REI, Ops Sales Lead, Lakewood, CO ◦ Sept. 2020  - Mar. 2021 

Kohls, Visual Merchandiser Lead, Hingham, MA ◦ July 2019  - June 2020 

Turing School of Software and Design - ACCET Certified

Front-End Software Engineering

 

Bridgewater State University

Bachelor of Arts in Art History

Language:  JavaScript, ES6, HTML5, CSS/SCSS, TypeScript      Testing: Mocha/Chai, TDD, Cypress, E2E 

Framework:  React      Design:  UI/UX, Figma      Work Flow:  Git, GitHub, GitHub Projects

508.813.2475  

Front End Developer

 maria.ad27@gmail.com @madhaus4 @mariadelsignore

SKILLS

PROJECTS

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

https://github.com/your-epk/your-epk
https://your-epk.herokuapp.com/dashboard/1
https://github.com/madhaus4/project-HTRAE
https://github.com/madhaus4/project-HTRAE
https://github.com/madhaus4/project-HTRAE
https://github.com/madhaus4/project-HTRAE
https://project-htrae.vercel.app/
https://github.com/madhaus4
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mariadelsignore/

